
Included

options

+33 (0) 6.32.63.07.13 

barge.lavieenrose@gmail.com

PRICE
La Vie en Rose offers a planned cruise (with 4 

stops) from Saint Julien sur Dheune to Seurre:

Saint Julien sur Dheune - Saint Léger sur 

Dheune - Santenay - Chagny - Fragnes - 

Seurre.

This cruise will show you the wonders of the 

"Côte Chalonnaise" and the "Côte de Beaune". 

For each stop, the crew will recommend you the 

most suitable visit and activity:

-Castle visit : Couches, La Rochepot, Sully…

-Wine grower visit and tasting ( Maranges, 

Santenay, Meursault, Mercurey, Rully, Givry…)

-Market day: Beaune, Chagny, Chalon sur 

Saone…

-Air Balloon flight

-Restaurant, local auberge..

Weekly charter
with breakfast
6 passengers 

BURGUNDY
CRUISE

6250 €
7 days/6 nights

Crew for navigation

All linen and towels

Boat equipment use (Kitchen & laundry)

Breakfast

Fuel and port duty

Bicycles

Cleaning

On request: 7 seater mini-bus with driver for all 

your excursions during the week including guest 

transit to and from the nearest train station (Dijon/

Chalon sur Saone/Le Creusot) 

THE CRUISE

CoNTaCT

" NAVIGATING GÎTE "
WITH A LUXURY BARGE 

oNBoaRD La VIE EN RoSE

Beaune

Meursault

Chagny

Chalon
sur Saône

Verdun
sur le Doubs

La Rochepot

Santenay

Couches

Mercurey

Fragnes

St Julien
sur Dheune

Seurre
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One cabin with double bed and bathroom
Two cabins with twin beds and bathroom
Laundry: washing machine, dryer
Bicycles

One bathroom
per cabin

La VIE EN RoSE
A 103 ft (31.4m) long lovely barge, La Vie en 

Rose offers a "Navigating Gîte" concept with 

crew (2 persons) for the navigation and to 

provide also guest  assistance during the 

cruise.

The barge has three well apointed en-suite air 

conditionned cabins, a living room, a dining 

room with an open kitchen to cook your meals.

La Vie en Rose has two fabulous outside decks 

with teak furniture to take full advantage of 

your evening on the Canal.

Well-equipped open-plan kitchen: dishwasher, 
microwave, fridge, freezer, complete set of dishes.

A comfortable 
living room

An intimate 
outdoor teak 

loundge


